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MODERN CLASSICS
OWNER
PROFILE
KNOWN locally as
‘Dougie’, Gary Haythorn’s,
first motorcycle
experience was on a
Honda C70 at the age of
12. That led to a large
collection of Japanese
two and four-stroke bikes
including a Kawasaki
GPz900R and many
Suzuki models. Recent
restorations include a
Suzuki GT200 X5 and 50cc
X1. That’s when the idea
hit to have a full house
and restore this GT250 X7.

The X7 factor

A regular attendee at classic shows with
stunning machines, Gary Haythorn’s latest
creation is a superb, better than new, Suzuki X7
By Chris Pearson

G

ARY Haythorn
passed his bike
test in 1987 and
celebrated
by
buying a Suzuki X7 – the
first 250cc road-going twostroke claimed to achieve
100mph. After a quick 17year-old’s idea of restoration
it “looked good” and was
fun. Meaning he thrashed it
blew it up, re-built it,
thrashed it and blew it up
again in a series of such incidents. So the idea of
restoring an X7 properly
seemed logical to a nowadult Haythorn.
The search for an X7 landed him with a fair condition
£700 machine with damage,
and painted in funny colours.
Once the very sorry looking

X7 was home it was torn
down and photographed at
every stage. While taking
the bike to pieces it was
noticeable the bike had seen
‘down the road action’, along
with some horrid wiring
loom repairs.
First things first, Haythorn
stripped the rear shocks and
found better condition
silencers from the internet.
A strange order of events,
you would think, but if
you’re sending parts off to
be re-chromed it isn’t. Then
came the degrease and wire
wheel brushing of all the fasteners ready to be sent off to
a local zinc platers for that
just-fresh look. “All the parts
were back in one week and
looked fantastic,” said Haythorn, “all the original bolts
with the digits 4 and 7 on the

heads and that Suzuki ‘S’
mark looked just like new.”
The frame and its various
bolt-on components were
sand blasted with fine sand
by Haythorn. Two-pack
primer was applied, and then
flatted off before a top coat
of two-pack black was
sprayed on. The engine was
then fully stripped to leave
the bare cases, which were
also blasted with fine grit so
as not to damage the delicate
surfaces. New pistons were
installed along with a complete set of gaskets before all
the lovely re-plated bolts
clamped it all tidily together.
The engine covers were
prepped with wet-and-dry
and a semi-matt grey metallic coat applied leaving the
completed motor looking
factory fresh. The next job

on the list was the electrics
and this proved to be the
trickiest of the lot, the loom
being in a really poor state
from being repaired with
Scotchblocs and white tape.
A new one was no longer
available, so it was back to
that great supplier of everything, the internet. Searching
the world failed to turn up a
new loom, but a quick attic
hunt yielded a tidy harness
from his original X7 that
needed only a quick clean
and a few new connectors.
Paintwork is Haythorn’s
specialist department. He
learnt this skill working in a
body shop after leaving
school at 16, before changing his career at 21 to work
on HGVs. The X7 proved
relatively easy for him to do
in-house, saving much

Gary Haythorn’s restorations have won many awards. His latest, this Suzuki X7, shows why
expense in the process.
Although the X7’s panels
were cracked and the tank
dented, the repair work was
second nature to Haythorn.
Accurate replica decals
were made by friendly and
helpful chaps, Graham and
Ted, at the Image Works,
Ilkeston. These were carefully applied and lacquered
over and the end result looks
fantastic. There is nothing

better for spurring on a restoration job than having the
finished tank and side panels
sat on a shelf waiting to be
fitted to the chassis.
Help is always at hand if
you’re friendly with a dealer.
Haythorn’s knight in shining
leather is CH Biggadike
Motozone in Spalding,
Lincs. The man there, Clive,
spent hours sourcing elusive
Suzuki parts and allowed

Haythorn to raid the shop’s
parts bins, too. The endless
cups of tea were a bonus.
The X7’s final build up was
fairly straightforward as
much of the work had been
anticipated and completed
well in advance based on
Haythorn’s experience of
previous restorations.
To finish the job off, where
possible every cable and
clamp, indicators and lamps
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TOP TIPS
Haythorn’s tips for restoration sanity…
■ Concentrate on the
paint work first as this is
often the time consuming
bit as well as being a good
thing to urge the
restoration on.
■ Don’t give up looking for
parts and make sure
everyone in the business
of supplying parts has
your details and partswanted list.
The best restorations start from unpromising beginnings

■ Often the help you need
can be quite local so try to
build up relationships
with nearby smaller
businesses eg bike shops,
plating shops, car repair
and paint specialists.
■ Don’t rely too much on
the internet as prices are
becoming inflated, so
beware.
■ Buy as cheaply as
possible to allow spare
cash for those unexpected
items.

Detail touches such as correct cable ties make a restoration

■ Avoid boxes of parts at
all costs – they might not
contain the bits you
desperately want, and
may not be from the
model you are looking for.
■ Always weigh up how
far you will have to go for
perfection – look under
the seat, tank and
anything else that could
be in far worse condition
than a first look suggests.

SPECS
were purchased from Suzuki
via CH Biggadike Motozone. A new seat was needed
but, as the X7 seat is no
longer a stock part, a search
on the internet found one at
T and GT Parts in Holland
– a gentleman called Macel
helped out no end with this
purchase. When the seat
arrived it didn’t fit correctly,
so another search began.
Finally, after 12-months, a
new one appeared on the
internet but at a price: £275!
The seat apart, the X7 took
about six-months to complete, occupying many
evenings and weekends as
well as tea breaks at work.
Haythorn’s boss, Malcolm
Roffe of Roffe’s Transport
Ltd is very tolerant. His
haulage yard and workshops
are littered with Haythorn’s
complete and part-complete
bikes awaiting attention.
Haythorn also needs to
thank his local Ford dealer,
Leesons Garage for allowing
use of its low-bake oven for
all his restoration painting
requirements. It also helps
knowing the man at Ford has
a bigger collection of bikes
than Haythorn – but not
necessarily as good as Haythorn’s X7 and the rest of his
restorations.

1980 SUZUKI 250
X7 EN
Price (in 1980)
Value now (est)
Power
Torque
Top speed
Dry weight
Colours

SPIED IN THE CLASSIFIEDS
1981
Honda
CB750F
WHAT THE AD SAYS:

41,899 miles £1799 - RAP
Superbikes – NW London
– 0207-794 -997
Price then
£2017
£1799
Now
70bhp @ 7400rpm
Power
120mph
Top speed
244kg
Weight
Insurance (est) £104.08 (comp)
www.carolenash.com 0800-0935577

Twin discs, double overhead cams and Comstar wheels were all CB750F selling points in ’81

US import Honda CB750F is
bargain classic introduction
FOUR valves per cylinder,
double overhead camshafts
and twin front disc brakes
are standard equipment on
any of today’s performance
bikes, but technology like
this was deemed groundbreaking stuff when Honda
launched the latest version
of their already legendary
CB750 back in 1979. The
machine’s
in-line
four
engine, which produced just
shy of 70bhp, was capable of
propelling the 536lb (244kg)
machine to a genuine
120mph top speed.
This 1981 example was
imported from the United
States by RAP Motorcycles
earlier this year, having covered just under 42,000 miles.

It’s identified as an American
machine by its 85mph
speedo and chassis number
prefix:
RC04-2100003.
RAP’s proprietor, Rick
Proops, tells us they’ve given
the bike a serious once-over
since it arrived in the UK,
replacing both camchains as
part of the full service given
to every bike on sale in RAP’s
showroom.

‘Things like
double discs
and cams were
groundbreaking
back in 1979’

£836
£2-2500
28.5bhp
18.9ftlb
101mph
128kg
Blue, white, red

Finish is even better than it was when the X7 was new

Suzuki fiend Haythorn has a few more projects in the wings

TOTALLY standard, except
for aftermarket
handlebars, braided front
brake hoses and nonoriginal mirrors.

Maintenance
and history

THE bike has no
ownership or service
history documents. That
said, RAP has given the
bike a full service and it
comes with a current MoT
and 12 months warranty.

Bodywork

IN amazing condition for a
27-year-old bike, with just
a small scratch on the
side of the fuel tank. The
rest of the machine is
virtually unblemished.
STARTS easily, no smoke
from exhaust, ticks over
quietly with just a hint of
clutch rattle, which
disappears once on the
move. Pulls well in all
gears. No problem finding
neutral.

Out of favour for the last 20 years or so, the slabby styling of
late 1970s superbikes is beginning to find a following

CONTACTS
■ T and GT Parts, Holland,
www.suzukitandgtparts.nl
■ X7 Owners Club: 0115953-2469
■ Suzuki GT forum and
website: www.suzuki-gt.co.
uk
■ Image Works: 0115-9443111
■ CH Biggadike Motozone:
01775-723037

Originality

Engine

TECHNICAL SPEC

Fuel: 14.8litres Rake/trail: n/a
Seat height: 762mm Wheelbase:
1310mm
Engine: Air-cooled 247cc (54 x
54mm), parallel twin two-stroke. 2 x
26mm carbs. Six gears. Chain final
drive
Chassis: Tubular steel single down
tube frame, 32mm non-adjustable
telescopic forks, twin oil-damped
rear shocks with adj. preload
Brakes: 1 x 254mm front disc with
single-piston caliper, 178mm
single-leading-shoe drum rear
brake
Tyres: 300 x 18 (front), 350 x 18 (rear)

CHECKLIST

Chassis

THE chassis looks
straight, shows no signs
of repairs or rust and no
flaking paint around the
headstock ( a sign the bike
may have been in a front
end shunt). Steers
without any hint of pulling
to one side. VIN plate
looks unmolested.

Verdict

You won’t have any trouble burying the needle on the stop of
the 85mph US-spec speedo. Note Austin 1100-style choke

A TRULY superb example
in almost 100% original
condition. No history but
sold with MoT, 12 months
warranty and a new set of
tyres. Well worth the
£1799 asking price.

